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??In this paper, we evaluate the level of the impact of large?sized private 
investment on Kameyama city's economies by compact public finance 
economic model.  The estimate produced using the model  shows enormous 
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? ????? 102.7?? 119.9?? ?17.2??
? ????? 392.3?? 422.1?? ?30.8??
? ????? 516.4?? 585.7?? ?69.3??
? ????? 24.6?? 43.2?? ?18.6??
?? ?????A? 1036.0?? 1170.9?? ?134.9??
 ?????????? 102.4?? 155.1?? ????52.7??
 ??????? 81.5?? 119.7?? ????38.2??
 ?????B? 183.9?? 274.8?? ????90.9??
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